Abstract-In this paper we propose, model theoretically and study a general notion of recombination for fixedlength strings where homologous crossover, inversion, gene duplication, gene deletion, diploidy and more are just special cases. The analysis of the model reveals similarities and differences between genetic systems based on these operations. It also reveals that the notion of schema emerges naturally from the model's equations even for the strangest of recombination operations. The study provides a variety of fixed points for the case where recombination is used alone, which generalise Geiringer's manifold.
Introduction
An important objective in evolutionary computation (EC) is to exactly model classes of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) and, further, to be able to draw inferences from these models that enhance theoretical understanding and, hopefully, aid "practitioners" in finding more competent EAs. Early models for GAs, proposed by Holland, Goldberg, Whitley and others in the seventies and eighties were either approximate or not easily scalable [4, 3, 28, 29] . Exact probabilistic models have been developed, such as the dynamical systems model of Vose and collaborators [27, 20] . More recently, an alternative exact approach, based on a coarse graining of the dynamics and directly involving schemata, has been introduced, leading to a spate of both new theoretical results [26, 24, 25, 11, 13, 14] and practical recipes for implementation [7, 12] .
These models are important in that they allow for the mathematical investigation of the intrinsic dynamics of genetic systems, thereby nicely complementing, corroborating and, occasionally, disproving the findings of empirical studies. However, the vast majority of theoretical work in EAs, at least for classical fixed-length binary and real-valued representations, has been centred on the "canonical" genetic algorithm (GA) with selection, mutation and "homologous" recombination (where a locus in the offspring can by filled only by using alleles coming from the same locus in one of the parents). In nature, though, there are many more ways of combining parental genetic material into an offspring than just homologous crossover, many of which have been used in EAs. Gene duplication, for example, has been studied in biology [1] as well as in the context of GAs [21] and GP [5] , while inversion was one of the operators used by Holland [4] in the original formulation of the GA.
for fixed length strings, that extends current models by implementing a more general notion of recombination, that can account for any distribution of the parental genes to the offspring, including as special cases, among othersfixed-length versions of gene duplication and deletion, as well as inversion and homologous crossover. We show that, as in the case of homologous crossover, a coarse graining naturally appears, revealing that the notion of schemata as building blocks emerges from the model's equations, even for the strangest of recombination operations. The analysis of the model reveals interesting similarities and differences between the various genetic operators present.
Generalised Recombination
Crossover masks are normally used to indicate from which parent to take an allele for each available locus. They are sufficient to model a crossover operator when only alleles at the same locus can be exchanged, i.e. homologous crossover. However, if we want to cope with other ways of redistributing genetic material, such as inversion, gene duplication, gene deletion, and, more generally, unequal crossing over, we need to allow for the possibility that the allele in one particular locus of the offspring comes from a different locus of a parent.
This new level of generality can be represented mathematically in several equivalent ways. One is to use arrays (crossover matrices) instead of bit strings to represent crossover events. Crossover matrices are a generalisation of the notion of crossover mask. A crossover matrix will have as many rows as the number of loci in the offspring, say £, and twice as many columns. The first f columns indicate which alleles are copied from the first parent, while columns f + 1 through to 2t indicate what is provided by the second parent. The elements of the matrix are either 0 or 1. A 1 in row r and column c means that locus r in the offspring is filled with the allele from locus c in the first parent if c < L.
If c > £ it is filled with the allele from locus c -£ of the second parent. Because an offspring would not be fully specified if some of its alleles were undefined or would be overly specified if we tried to place more than one allele in a locus, in each row of a crossover matrix there must be exactly one 1 (with all other elements in the row being 0). For this reason we can also represent a recombination matrix as a vector v = (v1 ... ve) with elements from .A2e = {1, -* * 2f}, where vi represents the position of the 1 in the i-th row. We will denote either the matrix or vector representation a Generalised Crossover Mask (GCM). The total number of 0-7803-9363-5/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE.
GCMs is (2V)e, many more than the 2e masks for homologous recombination. The action of a GCM, v, is then fully determined when the probability Pc (v) of choosing any particular crossover matrix, or its equivalent crossover vector, is given. This is a generalisation of the notion of recombination distribution -the Generalised Recombination Distribution (GRD).
Another useful representation is a hybrid between the notion of crossover mask and the recombination vector. 3 Evolution equations
Evolution equations for strings
We will now derive and study exact equations for a generational evolutionary system based on selection and generalised recombination and using a fixed-length representation of size X, where alleles take values from a generic alphabet Q of any fixed cardinality. Under these assumptions the frequency of a string h = h1 * he E Qe is given by
where (h, t + 1) is the proportion of strings of type h in the population at generation t + 1, P(t) is the population at generation t, p(a, t) is the probability of picking a string of type a as a parent from such a population, and -{°, 1 i} x A\e is the set of all possible crossover pairs. Pc(r) is the GRD and -y(a, b, r -* h) is the conditional probability that the offspring h is formed given the parents a and b and a GCM r. It returns value 1 if h is created from a and b using the GCM r and otherwise. Note that we can extend the string summations to cover the entire search space Qe rather than just the population P(t). We are allowed to do so on the assumption that the selection probability p(x) of a string a in Qe but not in P(t) is zero. Note, also, that the model is written in terms of the underlying microscopic degrees of freedom -the strings themselves. Note also that the equation is functionally identical to that for the case of standard mask-based crossover [22] , the only difference being the different recombination distribution, and hence the different set of -y(a, b, r -÷ h) that are non-zero. As in the standard crossover case, we have 2t coupled, first-order difference equations to solve. The chief problem, however, is the fact that on the right hand side we have, for binary strings, 2e x 2t x (2f)e = (8f)5 contributing terms. For example, for two bits there are sixteen GCMs while the sums over the strings a and b run over the values 1 to I Q I. Thus, for an arbitrary GRD, even at the two bit level there are 16 x 4 x 4 = 256 -y(a, b, r -* h) to compute for a given string h. What is more, for a given h and r, there are potentially many different parental pairs a and b that can yield as offspring h.
In the case of homologous crossover these defects can be circumvented by coarse graining the dynamical equations and passing to a description in terms of Building Block Schemata rather than strings.One is naturally led to enquire as to whether similar benefits may be accrued in this more complex scenario. (hikc = hik-1 )
Examples
As an example, let us write the evolution equations for a generic string of length £ = 2 from Equation 1 with the more explicit "d notation" introduced in Section 3. Notice that in order to solve for the dynamics of the strings we need to have a solution for the building blocks a*, *a, b* and *b.
As [16] .
General case
These examples show that all schema/string evolution equations have the same structure with a linear part which depends on the selection probabilities of schemata of the same order as the schema on the left-hand side of the equation, and a non-linear forcing term which depends on lower-order schemata. The only exception to this is order one objects, in which case there is no forcing term. These objects, therefore, evolve independently but contribute to all higher-order schemata. So, order one schemata act as pacemakers for a genetic system evolving under generalised recombination. For these reasons we will analyse the evolution equations for such a case in more detail in the next section. 4 Equations for order 1 schemata Let us focus on the order 1 schemata Ha = *8-1a*t-s where only one allele is specified. By coarse-graining on the recombination distribution, the schema evolution equations for these schemata transform into: E['(Hsa t + 1)] -E3 pc(*81m8*t ,P*SivMs**-s)p (H, t) (in8 ,v8)e2Ze e -5pc(*...*,*s-1k*e-s)p(Hka,t). k=1 That is, the evolution of order 1 schemata is governed by systems of f linear equations. There are as many such systems as the arity of the alphabet adopted for strings. In the binary case a E {O, 1} and so there are two such systems.
So, in general, unlike the case for homologous crossovers, with generalised recombination, order 1 schemata may evolve even on a flat landscape (where p(H, t) = (DI(H, t) for any schema H). The flat landscape case is interesting as its analysis unveils the biases of genetic operators [8, 17, 18, 6] . These biases become very important whenever selection is not dominating, as, for example, towards the end of a run or when the algorithm is exploring an area rich in neutral networks.
Let us consider the case of an infinitely large population and a flat landscape. Infinitely large populations are a standard mathematical tool in the theory of evolutionary algorithms. They are used because they remove the stochasticity present in EAs. This can be very useful, for example, to aid the analysis of the intrinsic biases of the search operators. It is, however, possible to use exact schema evolution equations to study for finite population evolution. Indeed, it is easy to construct a Vose-like Markov chain model for generalised recombination by using Equation 1 to provide the success probabilities for the multinomial distribution which gives the entries of the transition matrix of the chain (see [15] for an example). Seen as a stochastic process, a GA has an enormous number of possible states. For the case of binary strings of length X, a GA with a population of M individuals can be in any of N = (M+2t-1)!/M!(2t-1)! different states [9] . So, a Markov chain for a GA requires an immense (N x N) transition matrix, implying computations that are much worse than exponential.
With an infinite population, in vector notation, the system of equations becomes , (t + 1) = A4Ja (t) (3) where (a (t) = [4(Ha, t),.* , 4(Ha, t)]T and A = (ask) is a matrix with elements ask = Pc(* .* *, *-*sk*e-)
Since E 1=p c(* * * * *s-lk*t-`) = Pc(*** *) 1 the matrix A is row stochastic, but it is not necessarily column stochastic.
For the case f = 2 in [23] we found that, except in special conditions, a fixed point for the proportions of order 1 schemata i(Hs, t) exists. This is generally the case for any e. Let us denote such a fixed point with 4 * (Hs).
Fixed points
Let us look for fixed points for the dynamical system defined by Equation 3. They will have to be eigenvectors of the matrix A with an associated eigenvalue A = 1.
Because of the row stochasticity of A, it is easy to see In this case the matrix A is block diagonal, with q blocks. So, effectively we can decompose the vector Ja into q subvectors 4M and the matrix A into q squared sub-matrices An (the blocks along the diagonal of A) and rewrite the evolution equations for order 1 schemata as: n(Dt + 1) = An(a (t) for n E Q(pC). It is then easy to see that each of these smaller dynamical systems has an eigenvalue An = 1 with an associated eigenvector of the form [1,... 
qEQ(pc) iEq where c(q, *) = 1. (The proof is available in [16] .)
This result is important because it provides a generalisation ofthe manifold described, for homologous crossover, by Geiringer [2] . All points on our generalised Geiringer manifold are fixed points for a genetic system under generalised recombination. Naturally, the result also covers all the fixed points for order one schemata described in the previous section.
It is interesting to rewrite Equation 4 is a slightly different form. If v(h, n, a) represents the number of times symbol a appears in one of the loci in clique n of the string or schema h, and Q represents our alphabet, then (*(h) = r1 rJ (c(n, a))v(h,n,a). 6 Stability of fi xed points Naturally, although any choice of c(n, a) will provide a formal fixed point for the evolution equations, we are only interested in choices which respect the conservation of probability constraint Za c(n, a) = 1. Despite this constraint, we still have a huge family of potential fixed points. An important question is whether any of these fixed points would be a global attractor for the system and whether this would dependent on initial conditions and, if so, how. In this paper we don't formally prove under which conditions the fixed point presented in the previous sections are stable. In [23] we present an exact and general solution for the dynamics for the case f = 2 and a complete analysis of the corresponding fixed points. The techniques used there can provide exact answers also for t > 2. However, the complexity of the solutions grows very quickly with t. So, in this paper we prefer to present empirical evidence to corroborate our theoretical results.
"Schemulator" runs
In order to study the dynamics of a genetic system under selection and generalised recombination we have implemented a simulator written in Java (we call it the "schemulator" -a contraction of "schema simulator") which expands and then numerically integrates the string (and schema) evolution equations for any choice of recombination distribution, of fitness function and of initial conditions. The integration is performed under the standard assumption of infinite populations.
To corroborate our results we want to verify our predictions as to the existence and location of fixed points for the flat fitness landscape case. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of some schemata and strings in a population with £ = 3 and a recombination distribution where pc (m, v) f 0 for all the 48 recombination pairs where v is a permutation vector, and Pc(m, v) = 0 for the remaining 168 pairs. The non-zero entries of the GRD were randomly generated and then normalised so that E pC(r) = 1. The resulting recombination distribution had only one clique, JVt = {l, 1, , £}, which includes all £ loci. In order to be able to distinguish between the dynamics of different schemata, we the used unequal initial proportions for strings, namely: 1(000, 0) = 0. In future research we intend to provide a detailed general analysis of fixed-point stability, to study the evolution equations for diploid recombination distributions and to extend the results presented in this paper to the case of variable length strings, thereby, hopefully, contributing new results to theoretical population genetics as well as evolutionary computation.
From a practitioner's point of view, where could one expect to find that generalised recombination operators perform better than standard recombination operators? We have already some answers. Let us consider, for example, the effects of the lateral diffusion process typically present in generalised recombination. With this process, every time the population reaches an area of flat fitness, lateral diffusion in combination with homologous mixing will start destroying the correlations induced by selection and will effectively re-randomise the population (using unequal allele frequencies) in the neighbourhood of the best solutions found so far. This can have a very beneficial impact both in realising open ended evolutionary systems and in exploring, in an unbiased way, neutral networks. As another example, let us consider the effects of duplication. In many systems the function of an allele is not fully (in some not even partly) determined by its locus. This is the case, for example, in nature, but also in practical EAs such as certain types of linear genetic programming systems (which evolve instructions for a register based CPU in fixed length chromosomes). In these systems gene duplication may be an excellent mechanism to promote reuse of useful instructions. Naturally, generalised recombination is expected to be beneficial also in problems where solutions are expected to present a high degree of genotypic self-similarity (a trivial example is the one-max problem, which, as we empirically verified, is solved more quickly when using generalised recombination than with homologous crossover). Finally, we should note that the availability of exact schema equations for an operator (such as those for generalised recombination provided in this paper) allows one to study the interactions of multiple operators and to determine their optimal parameter settings (see [7] for an example). It is also possible to relate such equations to the sizing of populations [10] . 
